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[Figure 1]  1912 Mill District, Natalija subotiNcic 
sorteD boNes, aND arraNgeMeNt oF turkey boNes

[Figure 2]  site PeriPhery
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thes is abstraCt

How can the rituals surrounding the dinner table inform our customs of production and 
consumption to create architectural space that resides in the transformative gap where 
consumer is producer and producer is consumer? With researching the past and studying the 
future, I hope to create a monument to creation. The metaphor I will use is The Table, a place 
for exchange. First I will research through reading past and current theoretical and contextual 
readings. From there I will create an artefact that allows us to embody the designed experience 
to represent the reality I hope to be present in my architectural solution.
I am proposing a collection of open collaborative production spaces, interactive creation museum and 
communal urban farm resting within a portion of the mill ruins in Minneapolis, MN. It will effectively meld 
the urban fabric of downtown Minneapolis with the historic riverfront and early industrial mill network.
This is rooted in the history of Minneapolis as the city grew from the production of the flour 
mills the Minneapolis Institute of Food rests on. This history of feeding the people will continue, 
except with a different sort of nourishment. My insertion into Minneapolis will provide for the 
community a place to value and learn the value of food.
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Food, once treated as a gift of the gods, 
is now seen as an industrial product. The 

flour mills along the Mississippi River of 
Minneapolis unknowingly played part in 

the genesis of the industrialization of food, 
nourishing the growth of major food giants 

along its banks.

Award winning reporter Michael Moss opens 
his 2013 book Salt Sugar Fat with a story of 
a meeting of the eleven heads of America’s 
largest food companies in none other than 

narrative oF the uniFying iDea

Pillsbury’s Headquarters in Minneapolis, MN 
on a blustery evening in the spring of 1999. 
They were summoned by one CEO, 
fearing the rise of American obesity and 
its connections with their methods of 
production. Health researchers went as 
far as comparing the food industry to the 
evils of the tobacco industry of the past 
generation. These corporations breed 
overproduction and overconsumption 
which yields waste, a tendency increasing 
alongside other profligate customs of our 
throwaway society whose major ingredient 
is plastic.

With destruction comes the opportunity 
for creation. A space for interpretation 
opens where a dialogue like that between 
a work of art and its viewer can occur, for 
gaps are the initially “least built spaces.” 
When a moment of waste is suspended and 
allowed to instead transform into an event 
in life, the history of an object is enriched, 
discovering a new beauty in the memory of 
ruin. (Kintsugi) 

Prior to the industrialization of food, man 
remembered the event of the hunt, the 
sacrifice of an animal, and the gift of a meal 
with the preservation, and often veneration, 
of its remains. The ancient man participated 
through ritual to draw near to the gods. 
The act of sacrifice was for the gods and 
imitated the gods making possible an order. 
In the act of sacrificial ritual to an Olympic 
god, once the beast’s body is carved up, 
separated and eaten with the skins draped 
over the consecrated bones, an effigy is 
composed.

[Figure 5]  FooD iNDustrializatioN: Layered image 
of modern food processing facility and Saturnalia festival for Roman 

deity of agriculture showing the change in humanity’s value of food

[Figure 6]  the worlD is ours: 19th century 
Gold Medal Flour advertisement, proving that Washburn Crosby 

Company, later to be General Mills, was a major international 
exporter in the very early milling years 

[Figure 7]  kiNtsugi: Japanese tradition of repairing 
broken pottery by joining together the pieces with gold
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“These arrangements are the earliest 
evidence of architecture and monument 

in history. They were the beginning of 
communal memory, reflection, and order; 
that is, the beginning of communication.” 
(George Hersey) The arrangements were 

often first erected into altars, linking their 
memory to an event in the life.

Greek myths that are foundations for 
religious rituals often involve ritual 
dismemberments and subsequent 

reconstructions. Through imitation, Greek 
sacrifice involved the deconstruction and 
reconstruction of the victim’s body. The 

story of Dionysus’ death involves him being 
ripped to pieces by the Titans who then 

brought him back to life. “Time and again 
in myth the remnants of a victim torn apart 

are collected, deposited, brought back to 
life,” writes Walter Burkert in his book Homo 
Necans: The Anthropology of Ancient Greek 

Sacrificial Ritual and Myth. These myths 
containing the full life cycle are considered 

precondition for the erection of temples. 

The building of temples echoed these 
arrangements, ornamented with 

reconstructed sacrifice often in the form of 
a frieze and sculptural columns. From altar 
to temple to the marketplaces of the Greek 

Agora, a place for exchange acts a polis, 
creating the city, forming order from chaos. 

The transformation of chaos into cosmos 
was a primordial act now repeated through 

cultivation. 

The dinner table, as a place for the 
exchange of nourishment and culture, 
serves as an altar and marketplace of 
the present. A table holds history in its 
materiality, the memories of previous 
exchange. “Our stories are inscribed in our 
bodies, and through our conduct we seek to 
inscribe them in the world.”

Natalija Subotincic, an artist and professor 
of architecture at the University of 
Manitoba, collected the bones of every 
animal she ate for seven years. In a 
project entitled “Incarnate Tendencies 
– An Architecture of Culinary Refuse” 
she evaluates the threshold between 
food preparation and food consumption. 
Subotincic studied the memory of the 
actions made around the dinner table found 
in the configurations of the bones on the 
dinner plate. 

[Figure 8]  grotte Du lazaret: Early construction 
of shelter composed of remnants brought back together in new 

arrangements that mimic an existing order
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In her words, “I realized that through the 
process of preservation, I was destroying 

more than I was preserving.” 
Unlike the mute, separated bones that 

lay in storage boxes, “the configurations 
found on my plate at the end of each meal 

presented delicate fingerprints of my eating 
habits offering so much more…So I began 
collecting my configurations.” [Subotincic 

pg 14]
Like museum specimens, the bones convey 

both the miracle of life and the presence 
of mortality. Configurations hold the life of 

the memories. They hold the actions of the 
participants, recording the how and why of 

cultural information.

“Death is remembered at feasts…how the 
dead may be thought of as joining the living 
at dinner.”[Visser 137-8] Sitting at the table 

waiting to eat, we look back in time.

The table, as a space for communication 
and exchange, stands in the gap between 
consumption and production. The gap 
is created by the separate realities who 
meet at the table and fill the unbuilt space 
through dwelling at the table. This brings 
together bodies through ecart, which is a 
distance that allows for a space of constant 
oscillation where the body “initiates a kind 
of reversible reflection.” The space between 
what you know and do not know, you and 
the other, allows for digestion, a reception. 
It is in the gap that allows for creativity, the 
space for participation.

“He sits at one end of the Dining Table 
and she on the other. His intelligible world, 
restrains his eye and body from hers. The 
unbound flow of her robes conceals the 
extension of her body as it merges into 
the distant landscape. Yet they meet over 
many meals within a gap, in the midst of 
their respective worlds. This space offers a 
counterpart – a digestible world, where they 
may feel into the other in an empathetic 
embrace. The skeletal totem intimates its’ 
becoming, apprehended eternally by the 
gossamer threads that have been nourished 
by their relations.”

[Figure 9]  babyloN archetyPe

[Figure 10]  babyloNiaN uNiVerse
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This infra-thin gap where two realities 
meet is an important site of art similar to 
the collaborative space present between 

architecture and its inhabitant. 

When recording the exchanges that occur 
within the gap we are recording the 

memories of life. As we are consumed by 
it both diagrammatically and experientially, 

we eat the architecture through our 
comprehension. This occurs through an 

act of displacement where the participant 
crosses the threshold into the work of art 

where what the producer has initiated 
with their creation is consumed, digested, 

and subsequently completed through 
the consumer’s participation with the 

architecture. The reception of a work of 
architecture, similarly to art, depends on an 
imaginative displacement by the consumer 

here on referred to as frontality.
 

[Figure 11]       chickeN boNes aND DiNiNg table 

A successful work of art is a symbol, which 
points to an interpretive space in which the 
viewer participates, instead of a sign which 
points directly to the consumer, telling them 
what to do. Where a sign is a command, a 
symbol is a question. 

In today’s society, consumers are fed 
objects that demand no, to very little 
participation. In fact, the corporate 
producer purposely does not create a space 
for the consumer to imagine through. 
The lack of depth of today’s overproduced 
and commercialized products offers an 
inexistent dimension of frontality. Many 
artists choose to critique this ever-
diminishing imaginative space between the 
modern consumer and producer. 
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Companis was a group formed to extend the 
idea of food into a fusion of performance, 
food, and spectacle. Based around Gordon 
Matta Clark’s legendary Bone Meal, 
Companis staged an event, Bone Dinner, 
where they wrapped meat around bone, 
served it to guests, and transformed the 
bone remains into jewelry that followed 
them home as a physical trace, reminding 
of the story behind the meal.

Like Subotincic and Companis, my 
architecture attempts to raise a self-
consciousness, making aware our passive 
habits as consumers to provoke active 
involvement.

[Figure 12]  FreuD’s stuDy Desk

[Figure 13]  caNNibalisM oF the object

[Figure 14]  coMPaNis, boNe Meal
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Program elements
Production Spaces

There must exist places designed for heavy 
creation, those that can take a beating, are 
full of storage, but also act as an archive of 

the creation process.
Hours_ 9am-10pm

Size_ some wide open others more private, 
main production space very public

Needs_ well lit, close surveillance, as it is 
a space for creation it must be quite open 

with large equipment  

Recording Booths
There will be a variety of recording booths 
and production rooms, some private 
some public, for initial recordings and the 
compiling of multiple creations.  

Nooks | Halls
As the creative process alters by person, 
there will be opportunities from tiny to 
gargantuan for people to use. Some will be 
rent-able while others will be open to the 
element of surprise (and discovery).

Open Forum | Garden | 
One may find these outdoors and indoors as 
less defined and very mailable. Community 
gardens will grow throughout, and public 
installations will be a plenty. These will act 
to connect my site with its periphery, both 
physically and experientially, while forming 
more efficient urban fabric. Including a 
network of paths, the gardens and open 
forums will connect to surrounding elements 
such as: the river, Mill ruins, trails, nearby 
streets and footpaths, stone arch bridge.     
Included in this network will be seating, 
bicycle storage, 
Hours_ available 24/7
Size_ fairly open for safety reasons, large, 
public, inviting, path + node like, as it 
contains other program elements this will be 
the largest square footage
Needs_ well lit, close access to public 
restrooms and facilities, shelters from 
weather

[Figure 15]  existiNg View oF Mill ruiNs: Here is 
the historical foundation within which the Institute rests in. 
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Performance Stages
Located throughout and around the facility, 
these will provide a place for performance, 
planned or spur of the moment, events or 

solo experimentation, large or small.   

Theater
Not  necessarily a separate space, there 

must be room to put on large productions, 
possibly a variety show of sorts. A private 

backstage area will be necessary with 
dressing rooms, restrooms, kitchen, 

rehearsal spaces, etc.

Museum | Gallery | Library
These will be found throughout the site, 
both inside and outside. They will hold 
the memories of the place and tell the 
stories of the creations the architecture has 
surrounded. While some creations will be 
stored on shelves or displayed as statues in 
an art gallery, others may be remembered 
by engravings in the walls acting like the 
ornamentation of an altar

Table
A space for public exchange that can 
transform for the occasion. An open 
collaborative conference room. This will be  
the largest aspect of the program, possibly 
not physically but it will act as the main 
feature. Most other key elements will dwell 
in this space; in fact, the whole building will 
act as a table.
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An Open Collaborative Cultural 
Marketplace

Marketplace 
:providing for the public that which is not 

readily available. 

Etymology of Culture
Latin Cultura: a cultivating, agriculture

:care, an honoring
:cultivation through education

:the intellectual side of civilization
:collective customs+achievements of people

Open Collaborative Creative Works Studio
Production Studio|Museum|Archive|Public 
Gardens|Performance 

The case studies I chose to analyze were 
based on my typology in these ways:

Ancient Temple
method of ornamentation of ritual memory

Hit Record
open collaborative production community

Ruskin Library
literal and metaphorical archive of works 

tyPologiCal analys is
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anCient temPle

The role of the ritual in shaping architecture 
can be found in history. An ancient altar 

was often decorated with the stories of the 
rituals that took place there for the purpose 

of remembering. Rituals were done in a 
holy place like that of a temple. Most Greek 

temples were therefore  ornamented in a 
similar fashion. The columns, which held 
up the building, often represented those 

who willingly sacrificed themselves for the 
good of the res of the community. This can 
be looked at as health, safety, and welfare. 

Each part of the column correspond to a 
different feature of the sacrificial being. The 

hair, the feet, the ropes tying them down, 
the veins that carry the life blood,all were 

[Figure 16]  hair oF a woMaN: The cornice of this 
column mimics the hair of a woman holding up the building

[Figure 17]  roPe: At the base of a temple column, the 
ornamentation often mimicked the ropes that tied together the ankles  

of that which was being sacrificed
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present at the most sacred of place. 

These columns likewise represented the 
trees of importance to the earliest sacred 

places of ritual. That which represented the 
curly hair of the sacrificial one also stood 

for the leaves of the trees. This metaphor 
can be seen today. At the time of these 
creation, metaphor was not seen by the 

people. They had a one to one relationship 
with the world. The gods were all powerful 

and controlled all things. Everything 
humans had was thanks to the gods. This 

is why the most elaborate places were also 
the sacred places for the holy beings. What 

happened in these temples was  seen as the 

most important events of life and needed to 
be remembered. That is why the stories of 
the sacred ritual decorated the temples as 

well as altars. 

[Figure 18]  Porch oF MaiDeNs: Caryatids, or 
sculptural female figure as architectural column is a very literal 

representation of a figure holding up a building
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hit reCorD
Curator: Joseph Gordon-Levitt

ONLINE
2008

the entire world who has access to the 
internet. A collaboration can range from 2 
to 6,000 people (so far). Each member of 
the community builds on the creations of 
the others, in a unique cycle of creation, 
reception, and exchange. The main 
downside is the lack of physicality. 

[Figure 19]  coNtributors: Two title pages of 
short movies Hit Record produced showing the amount of people 

collaborating 

Hit Record is an online, open collaborative 
production studio. They make books, 
records, short stories, short movies, 

clothing, and now a variety show that goes 
by the name of HitRedord TV. The internet 

is where the creation and collaboration 
happens. Up above there are two title 

pages of a couple of films created by the 
community, which can involve anyone from
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The Ruskin LibRaRy

Lancaster University
MacCormac Jamieson Prichard 

Architects
1998

[Figure 20]  eNtraNce: From even before entering 
the building, the vault is seen. As guest, we know where the most 

treasured items are kept
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Designing a building to house John Ruskin’s 
work and collection of books, Richard 

MacCormac reflected on the relationship 
between the different languages of 

‘modernism’ and historical tradition and how 
the past must not just be preserved, but 
made part of the future. In cross section, 
the building is also traditional, consisting 

of a crypt with the place of worship above. 
But here it is the object within the space, 

defining the duality between what is above 
and what is below, which is the principal 
symbol of the building; it is a vessel, an 

ark, the place of worship, which floats 
over the dark underworld of the crypt, and 

holds itself above. The Ruskin Library is 
the further development of an architecture 

combining seemingly abstract formal 
language with a series of narrative ideas. 

It is Ruskinian because it alludes to Ruskin 
and because, by doing so, it fulfils Ruskin’s 

expectation that architecture should be 
metaphorical. 

The building, in plan, appears as a 
succinctly abstract idea - two arcs, split 

apart, to contain the rectangular archive. 
But it is also symbolically serves as a 

secure tower, preserving the collection. It 
is a monument celebrating the memory 

of the life of Ruskin, a life monumental in 
itself in the sense that Ruskin’s life’s work 

was continuously to remind. The archive, a 
building within a building, or keep within a 

keep, recalls a visit made to the cathedral of 
Albi, in the south of France, a fortress-like 
cathedral within which the masonry choir 
formed a further internal line of defence. 

This idea has been transferred analogically 
into an environmental proposition which 
uses the thermal stability of the two 
masonry ‘keeps’ and the large volume of air 
between them to protect the collection and 
create the first passively conditioned major 
archive in the UK. The centre piece of the 
building is, of course, the archive itself and 
it is loaded with associations. In an abstract 
sense it is a large object which gains its 
presence from blocking the axis through the 
building.

In an archive, materiality is of utmost 
importance being as the purpose of an 
archive is to preserve precious goods. 
Lighting is also very important due to not 
only the care of the relics but also the often 
light unpermitting  spaces because of the 
care for the goods. 
They used concepts from Ruskin’s Book 
Lamps of Architecture, specifically the 
chapter titled Lamp of Memory in the 
creation of this building. This is a reading 
I have been doing for my own research on 
memory and archiving.

[Figure 21]  Vault: View of the vault from the back 
side. How precious the contents must be. No natural light is allowed 

in.
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[Figure 22]  FloorPlaN: 

[Figure 23]  North-south sectioN: Vault at the core

[Figure 24]  east-west sectioN: Here it is revealed 
that the vault also contains the circulation as a fully enclosed spiral 

stair
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After delving into each case study, it is noticeable that each holds prominent the concept of 
recording. This word should find itself in my thesis statement and possibly title then. As I continue 
on I will further investigate the recording in multiple ways. I have already begun to unpack 
recording in a historical context relating to the altar and the temple. The method the ancients 
used to ornament their ever important sacred spaces is a crucial aspect of my current research 
and direction to head, but I now see I must unpack other processes of recording the memory and 
stories of that which is important to a culture. From here I will study other, more current methods 
of recording to better root my typology of a production studio of sorts to a greater context.  

Ancient Temple
method of ornamentation of 

ritual memory

Hit Record
open collaborative production 

community

Ruskin Library
literal and metaphorical 
archive of works
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The restructuring of an urban fabric 
through a creative marketplace for 

the community.

I am proposing a collection of open 
collaborative production spaces, interactive 

creation museum and communal urban 
farm resting atop a portion of mill ruins in 
Minneapolis, MN, that will effectively meld 
the urban fabric of downtown Minneapolis 

with the historic riverfront and early 
industrial mill network. 

How can the rituals surrounding the dinner 
table inform our customs of production and 
consumption in the creation of a communal 
marketplace?

Integration with the mixture of an industrial 
ruin foundation and a artistically rich 
present urban community in the creation of 
a cultural marketplace, a place of meeting 
and exchange of the body and mind, to 
strengthen the physical, natural, and social 
aspects of the urban fabric.

ProjeCt emPhasis
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ProjeCt goals

[The Academic]
:Greater strides with BIM design

:The cultivation of my passion for architecture 

[The Professional]
:Take steps in solving what areas of 
architecture I want to focus on after 

graduation.
:Complete a beautiful project to launch my 

career.

[Physical|Social|Economic]
:Connect the many present urban fabrics

[Social]
:Reestablish a center for nourishment for 

the Minneapolis community

[Social]
:Produce for the community that which is 
not readily available

[The Theoretical]
:Link my architecture set in the present 
with the past and future through thorough 
research, reading, and experience
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How can the rituals surrounding the dinner table inform the formation 
of a communal marketplace as a place of creation and reception in an 
oscillating space between the practices of production and consumption?

The Shift_ In searching for a stronger focus, I have centered my research of the exchange 
around how the exchange has taken place differently throughout history to how our society values 
the exchange. Much of our world puts the concept of new above all else. An idea can not be 
good unless it is completely new, as is with technologic devices and personal possessions. There 
are many examples of cultures that value old age in objects, people, and places because of 
the knowledge and memories they possess. A concentration on the rituals surrounding past and 
present dinner tables around the world is a study on the space it presents as one for communication 
and exchange representing a cultures thoughts on the cycle of production and consumption. 

results From theoretiCal Premise researCh
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The architect presents the world in a 
specific way to re-imagine the world 
through evoking both memory and 
imagination.
Through what has been three unique and 
interconnected iterations, I have attempted 
to create a space for a modern ritual by 
mimicking the participatory environment 
of the exchanges that take place over the 
dinner table and the oscillating in-between 
that separates the actions of consumption 
and production while binding them together 
through the occurrence of creation. 

The Artefact_ A major influence has 
been the production of an artefact. This 
consisted of a month long investigation 

testing the research made thus far in 
physical space. The creation of an artefact 

is a mode of design that brings together 
what we do and how we think, linking 

theory and practice. This relationship is 
important as it is the framework for others 

to see the architect’s ideas through. With an 
artefact one fully encounters the creation 
with the body, for it is designed in actual 

space to interact with the human body as 
it opens a distance for the participant to 

translate across, engaging the imagination. 
Making an artefact in real depth, as the 

succeeding architecture will be, presents 
the setting that the architecture will create 

in a very particular manner raising the 
accountability of the creation as it can not 

be divided from what it is. The concept 
behind an artefact is to make in order to 
know, letting the world affect and speak 

though the creation. 
[Figure 25]  arteFact: Purified and sorted bones of a 

Thanksgiving meal
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Artefact 1_ This is a space for digestion 
that contains the participatory back and 
forth process of creation and reception. 

The symbolic participation occurred at the 
center, through the centerpiece, the initiator 

of creation. It reflects the important role 
of the ritual in shaping architecture. Once 
we choose to participate, we are in direct 

connection with the gods through the 
navel, the point of creation and translation. 

Mirroring our holy actions are the threads 
down below which archive the event, 
partaking in their own ritual mimicry. 

This is a symbolic representation of the 
link between creation and archive, the tie 
between our imaginative association with 

the world and that of the remembered. 
[Figure 26]  arteFact 1 creatioN: After the event 
took place. Markings can be seen on the canvas below, reminding of 

the actions that took place around the table

[Figure 27]  arteFact 1 as aboVe so below: Here 
the vertical connection becomes aparent. The actions that occur 

above have a reaction below, mimicking how ancient man created 
based on an order they believed was produced by the gods
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Artefact 2_ It is through the cycle, 
the oscillation back and forth between 

dualisms, that “offers a counterpart – a 
digestible world.” Consumption itself is not 

bad, but as the gap between consumer 
and producer has physically widened to the 

point of the consumer not caring to know 
the origins of what they consume, the gap 

where appreciation, self-reflection, and 
participation occurs has essentially closed. 

This gap that is the space for true creation, 
not the linear process of production, 

consumption, waste, but the continuous 
cycle of production, consumption, 

alteration, where we build upon what exists, 
like the relationship of painter and viewer 
of a work of art. The artist creates for the 

viewer to create. It is the participation 
through that gives the object, once 

produced, now consumed value.

I have presented you with the tools of 
the consumer. A plastic waste product, 
given meaning through the memories 
found present in it, now like the old table 
cloth, slightly stained with meals past, but 
still pulled out every Thanksgiving. “Our 
stories are inscribed in our bodies, and 
through our conduct we seek to inscribe 
them in the world.” Configurations hold 
the life of the memories. Considering 
the infra-thin space, these tools of the 
consumer are simultaneously tools of the 
producer, constantly working in the space 
of oscillation, recording the configurations, 
the actions of the participant. Plastic as 
a material is a tool of both producer and 
consumer, acting as a middleman in the 
exchange. Similarly, in my architecture, I 
intend to record not only the actions of the 
creators, but the actions of the receptors, 
displaying how, through participation with 
art, you are both creator and receiver, 
consumer and producer. 

[Figure 28]  arteFact 2: Deformed plastic eating 
utensils show waste as art and talk of the passing of time from the 

past event until the present 
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Artefact 3_ The event becomes part 
of the table, engraving the altarstone, 
archiving the acts of creation and reception, 
production and consumption. The guest 
is not only a part of that one event he 
partakes in but every event that has taken 
place at the table. The memories layer 
and communicate with each other, always 
adding to the current conversation.
My architecture will act as a communal 
museum, archiving the event of exchange. 
It will act as a collective consciousness. 
The conversation between architecture 
and consumer as well as architecture 
and producer will be recorded in the 
architecture, much like the ornamentation 
on an altar. The events that take place 
atop ruins of Minneapolis’s flour mills will 
be curated by those who regularly dwell in 
their presence as well as those once spent 
an hour among their imaginative walls. It 
will be a marketplace for food, discussion, 
art, and festivity. The curated events  

[Figure 29]  arteFact 3: Presentation of artefact at 
the first semester’s end
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Artefact 4_ This artefact is a study 
in dismemberment and re-assemblage, 

bringing an event back to life. The turkeys 
from my colleagues’ Thanksgiving meals 

are remembered as they are present. I 
am hoping to send my guests back in time 

as “death is remembered at feasts...how 
the dead may be thought of as joining the 

living at dinner.” With destruction comes 
the opportunity for creation. A space for 

interpretation opens where a dialogue 
like that between a work of art and its 
viewer can occur. When a moment of 

waste is suspended and allowed to instead 
transform into an event in life, like the 
Japanese ceramic style Kintsugi where 

accidental crack are filled with gold allowing 
the history of an object to be enriched, 

discovering a new beauty in the memory of 
ruin. Prior to the industrialization of food, 

man remembered the event of the hunt, the 
sacrifice of an animal, and the gift of a meal 
with the preservation of remains. In the act 
of sacrificial ritual to an Olympic god, once 

the beast’s body is carved up, separated 
and eaten with the skins draped over the 

consecrated bones, an effigy is composed. 
These arrangements are the earliest 

evidence of architecture and monument 
in history, holding communal memory 

and order. They were the beginnings of 
communication. These final steps of the 

sacrificial ritual are reminiscent in the 
practice of Taxidermy: the arrangement of 

skin. I plan to fill the voids of my communal 
turkey with the insertion of something 
new that reminds those dining of the 

events leading up to the disparate parts 
left by the industrialized food process and 

the Thanksgiving meals. These missing 
components were either consumed or lost 

to waste.

[Figure 30]  arteFact 4: After the event of 
Thanksgiving, I processed and sorted the remains of my colleagues’  

meals 
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[Semester Research 
+ Artefact Presentations]

Artefact materiality 
Problem_ As my project deals with layers 
of memories, the use of pvc was questioned 
as a material as it does not show life in its 
materiality. It was recommended to me to 
look into other types of pipes, as in metal.

Response_ The contrast of the new looking 
pvc to the bones was made on purpose 
to show how materials are used in our 
throwaway society compared to how the 
reuse of a material adds a history to the 
object, increasing the life of the reused object 

when forming it into something new though 
the memory of the decay of its former life.

Symbolism and recognizability
Problem_ The use of a literal canvas 
as a plate was questioned. It is almost 
too recognizable and again doesn’t 
have that memory to it as it is new. 

Response_ I agree and am working to make 
the centerpiece of the table have a stronger 
symbolic meaning. The plates can act as 
a canvas and be perceived as a canvas 
without literally being one. Symbolism is a 
concept I am beginning to delve into, as I 
attempt to make a symbol out of this table. 
It must reside in that space of ocillation. 

Crit ique

[Figure 31]  arteFact collectioN: Melded images of 
each artefact that lead up to the final
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Through the production of an artefact 
I studied the event of a meal in 
past, present and future contexts.
I invite you to join me at the table. 
As we imagine the events that previously 
occurred around this table, we string 
together the remains to form the beast 
and question the actions that turned 
this place setting into a ruin, ruin that 
has not yet fallen to waste, but remains 
a living machine with bones like ours.
The juxtaposition of skeletal remains and 
ordered PVC pipe evoke relationships between 
ancient rituals and modern times, innards 
of bodies and buildings, and the digestible 
space between the creation and reception of 
food in a passive-consumerist environment.

 

[Figure 32]  arteFact FiNal: The table is complete 
with the body of the beast as the centerpiece

[Figure 33]  arteFact Process: To the right are 
images of a process I repeated many times from the beginnings of 

research to the completion of a design for architecture. An oscillation 
between order and chaos. 
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Iconography_ Andy Warhol

Warhol Iconography
He uses consumer logos, which exist as 
signs and reappropriate them to a symbolic 
representation of the consumerism of the 
western world. 
Warhol’s The Last Supper (Dove) 
superimposes commercial product logos 
over the sacred image of Leonardo’s mass 
reproduced, 13th century portrayal of the 
event.
A large red price tag, Dove logo and GE 
logo are slapped onto religious iconography, 
depreciating the image.
Using metaphor through resemblance 
“consists in presenting one idea under the 
sign of another more striking or better 
known idea, which, moreover, is bound to 
the first by no other bond than that of a 
certain conformity or analogy.”Gadamer’s 
take on sign and symbol. To form an image 
is not to have an image but to read through 
the “icon or relation, the relation itself.” The 
image is less associated than evoked.
Each icon is transformed based on the 
context in which Warhol places it. Warhol 
creates the atmosphere surrounding the 
icons, altering the encounter. 
Warhol’s process
Transformative
Warhol takes icons, and in the combination 
transforms the overall meaning
“Fictions are merely complex ideas whose 
components are derived from previous 
experience.” (Ricoeur 125) They are simple 
images in new combination. 
Created images cannot be taken as 
reality but as an augmentation of reality. 
Dagognet’s concept of iconic augmentation 
characterizes the “power of the image to 
condense, spell out, and develop reality.” 

Crit iCal essay

[The Function of Fiction in 
Shaping Reality]

Paul Ricoeur

[Reading Poetry and Philosophy: 
The Case of Michel Butor]
Cyril and Liliane Welch

[The Last Supper (Dove)]
Andy Warhol

[Splitting]
Gordon Matta-Clark
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Iconic augmentation is not a simple function 
of reduplication. (Ricoeur 136)
Warhol’s reproduction of mass media 
images is also not simply reduplication, but 
a condensing and reinterpretation of reality 
in that he alters the context in which the 
icon is presented, externalizing his view of 
reality. These external marks “are not only 
shadows” or traces, but “ offer new models 
for perceiving the world.”
The additions to reality that image applies 
takes its power from the process of the 
reconstruction of reality
“To read, whether a novel or a poem, a 
treatise or an essay, is to gather together, 
sort out, to rearrange, and to recall” 
(Welch, 352) 
A process to which occurred in the creation 
of my artefact and is again present in 
the transformation of the remains of an 
early 18th century industrial feast into 
nourishment for future culinary creations
Welch may argue that Warhol’s work is 
“secondary, as we turn largely toward 
familiar traditions which were themselves 
ways of turning directly to issues.” (Welch, 
352)
Remake the world
This is where I set up a juxtaposition. My 
architecture combines space of presence 
and absence, that of a straightforward 
interpretation of the relationship 
of consumer and producer, like the 
interpretations of Warhol, as well as the 
poetic interpretation, present in the absence 
of the reality of that which it references. By 
giving the visitor more initially, the following 
poetic spaces, with only slight traces of 
the image, will urge the participant to give 
more in order to receive the impact of the 
poetics. What the architecture gives then 
takes away in a prosaic sense causes the 

participant to imagine through what is given 
and connect the gaps in absence. 
The architect’s disagreement with 
technology should not be based on nostalgia 
but with its mutations through history and 
mysterious origins. Crucial ethical concerns 
will redefine the role of the architect in the 
making of an order for humanity. 

[Figure 34]  gorDoN Matta clark

[Figure 35]  aNDy warhol
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Introduction_ Alberto Perez-Gomez
“Because of their irrepressible desire to 
disclose a symbolic order, architects have 
traditionally sought to provide individual 
existence with a built world that reflects 
the purpose of social institutions and of 
life in general.” Perez-Gomez talks of the 
dangers technology has on architecture 
and how they are directly connected to the 
issues of reductive representation, cultural 
homogenization, and the death of the city 
as a place for public interaction. He fights 
for architecture as being about more than 
aesthetic formalism and technicalities. 
Instead of a builder’s sole concern to be 
based on efficiency and economy, as the 
absolute truth of scientific logic has deemed 
valuable, it must seek to set human action 
within an appropriate frame.
According to Perez-Gomez, ethics and 
aesthetics have been separated by the 
overwhelming power of technology and 
the specialization of disciplines. True 
architecture thrives in a poetic universe 
“that speaks directly to humanity’s 
perceptual and imaginative understanding.” 
The reintegration of ethic and aesthetic 
concerns into architecture is rooted in 
history.
When man no longer saw himself or God 
at the center of the world, technology 
became morally justified due to humanity’s 
fear of the dominating cosmos. Technology 
opts for control and domination in a world 
where we seek for the measure of man and 
his place amidst the immeasurable. Man 
desires a state of continuous being, but 
“The denial of death as a positive limit and 
essential qualifier of life may indeed end 
up jeopardizing the possibility that human 
existence can remain open to meaning 
and thus perpetuate civilization through 

literary review

[Architecture, Ethics, and 
Technology]

Alberto Perez-Gomez
1994
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its cultural institutions and symbols.” To 
dwell poetically upon the earth we need 
not control the unknown out of fear and 
extreme implementation of technology 
but live immortally through cultural 
contributions. 
The power of technology is paradoxical 
in that we are enframed in a world of 
technology which, although is seen as 
weak in comparison to our full embodied 
experiences on Earth, has given us a 
greater ability to truly see how rare our 
form of life may be. Technology allows us 
to “take advantage of any possibilities that 
may emerge from an increasing awareness 
of the limits that make human life possible,” 
forming a new sense of human identity that 
“respects cultural distinctiveness.”
The architect’s disagreement with 
technology should not be based on nostalgia 
but with its mutations through history and 
mysterious origins. Crucial ethical concerns 
will redefine the role of the architect in the 
making of an order for humanity. 

Architecture and the Question of 
Technology_ Dalibor Vesely

Seeking to enhance the relevance of 
architecture, Dalibor Vesely contributed 

to this symposium with an essay entitled 
“Architecture and the Question of 

Technology” which focusses on determining 
the origins of distinguishing justified belief 
from opinion when concerning technology.

Instrumental thinking has caused an 
oversimplification of cultural, political and 

social issues, reducing the question to 
“technical efficiency vs. that of aesthetics.” 

“As a result, not only technical thinking 
itself but also a technical way of making 

have become the standards against which 

any kind of making is measured.” This 
increasingly distinctionless view on making 

and creativity as well as thinking, known as 
the technological imperative, imposes its 

dominating view by “creating a world that it 
can fully control.” 

Taken from Heisenberg, Vesely uses this 
example to describe the current rationality 

that occurs when studying the natural 
environment, “With its seemingly unlimited 

growth of material power, mankind finds 
itself in the situation of a skipper who has 

this boat built of such a heavy concentration 
of iron and steel, that the boat’s compass 
points constantly at herself and not north. 

With a boat of that kind, no destination can 
be reached, she will go around in a circle, 
exposed to the hazards of the winds and 

the waves.” There are inevitable limits when 
existing technological knowledge is taken 
as truths for unstudied conditions without 
adjusting the primary criteria and goals to 

be reached. 
This will to control uses “knowledge as 

power” culminating in modern technology, 
where another possibility is a” movement 

towards participation” that remains 
preserved in the arts. “Because the essence 

of technology is nothing technological, 
essential reflection upon technology and 

decisive coming to terms with it must 
happen in a realm that is, on the one hand, 

akin to the essence of technology, and on 
the other, fundamentally different from it. 

Such a realm is art.” Technology and art 
once shared a common ground originating 

in techne, or the knowledge of making, 
which is a knowledge rooted in accumulated 

experiences.
Vesely argues that techne transitioned 
into technique and finally into modern 

technology. Poiesis, or making, reflects this 
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transition. “All things that come into being 
are generated, some by nature (physis), 

and others by art (techne).” Art is a reality 
that complements nature and is an imitation 

of nature. This places mimesis as the main 
element in making. “Mimesis is a creative 

imitation where something that exists 
potentially is recognized and re-enactd as 

something actual, an order. Mimesis can 
reveal this enigmatic order through making.

Mimetic action becomes very apparent 
in the domain of ritual as a “vehicle for 

participation in the overall order of things,” 
but the effectiveness of ritual is dependent 

on one’s reference to reality. That which we 
do not understand or see as reality is often 

viewed as magic. Magic is thus linked to 
mechanics, and under these circumstances 

techne became technique. The regular 
circular movements of a machine link to 

the regularity of celestial movement but is 
tangible to us through the machine. Due to 
humanity’s fascination with the seemingly 
automatic movements of nature we make 

mimetic re-enactments to participate in the 
cosmic order. 

This is where technique becomes a 
methodical operation to create a particular 

predictable end, stemming back to 
the individual’s desire for power and 

domination. Truth is thus replaced by 
practical achievement. 

The insertion of technology in the traditional 
arts has limits. Positioning the arts in the 
context of nature and society saves them 
from the control of a mathematical order. 

The transition from techne to technique 
has removed the importance of qualitative 

reasoning out of the determination of 
solutions to natural environmental issues, 
defining traits only in terms of order and 

measure; this form of reasoning has 

become universal for all areas of possible 
knowledge. Vesely continues to dig into the 
origins of technology to determine how the 

domination of arts by technology became 
seemingly logical and what effect this 

hegemonization over the arts has on our 
interpretation of our understanding of the 

world.
Instead of being positioned in conditions of 

reality like traditional knowledge, science 
can often only be proven in a hypothetical 

ideal environment where the multitude 
of variability can be eliminated. These 

scientific rules apply to “a relatively closed 
world of the experimental dialogue.” 

Descartes offers up a challenge to, “for a 
short time…allow your thought to leave 

this world in order to come to see a wholly 
new one, which I shall cause to be born in 
the presence of your thought in imaginary 
spaces.” In his perspective, we know and 

can create just as God knows or can create. 
This combination of the infinity of will and 

the infinity of new clever devices to discover 
and create is a new type of knowledge and 

the origin of modern technology. 
 “We do not yet fully understand the real 
nature of the experimental knowledge on 

which modern technology is based because 
it is difficult to follow the transformation of 
reality and the nature of its representation 

in model from which all but efficient causes 
have been eliminated and where the 

qualitative diversity of phenomena has been 
reduced to mathematical interpretations 

of matter in motion.” Laboratory designed 
architecture and structure is dependent on 

the extendability of an applied system to 
the given reality. The actual conditions of 
a specific case may prove the application 

of instrumental thinking with calculated 
architecture completely inappropriate. 
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With this form of architecture everything 
is designed beforehand by a system 

where nothing outside of the system can 
interfere with its ability to work. It must 

act predictably and reliably due to its 
completely independent reality within the 

world. Often the spatial environment as 
well as the cultural environment must be 

oversimplified and reduced in meaning 
to fit into the system. This technological 

interference and manipulation force 
adaptation on the given world. “Only when 

we take into account the reality that is 
not directly affected by technology – the 

primary conditions of our embodiment, 
the finitude of our life, and so on – can we 

understand the true nature of the so-called 
‘technological world.’”
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ProjeCt just iF iCat ion
[The Global] 

This investigation on the wastefulness of 
our society has always been of relevance. 

It has increasingly become more important 
with the rapidly growing consumerist 
attributes of our industrialized world 

wrapped in plastic. 

[The Local] 
The urban environment of Minneapolis 

fits into this study perfectly with its 
history walking hand-in-hand with the 

industrialization of food. Food giants have 
grown into the hearty beasts that fill our 

tables and bellies today from their meager 
mills along the Minneapolis banks of the 

Mississippi River. The exponential growth 

of production at these mills developed the 
major Midwest economic and cultural polis 

of what Minneapolis is today. 
Minneapolis is also an interesting site for 
this research due to the mindful ways of 
its inhabitants. Near the mill ruins is the 

HERC, a site for trash to be incinerated and 
transformed into electricity in the North 
Loop neighborhood. The HERC is at the 

heart of this neighborhood which is now 
one of the most coveted destinations in the 

city. This method of transforming what is 
considered waste into the ever so desirable 
commodity of electricity is in place all over 

our ancestral lands. Scandinavian countries 
eat up more garbage than they produce, 
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collecting garbage from other countries, 
transforming it into electricity, and 

giving it back, with a small fee of course. 
Minneapolis possesses many similar traits of 
its Scandinavian heritage. With our climates 

and people being so similar, it only makes 
sense. 

[PERSONAL]  
As I am a creative, I find the delicate space 

of creation and reception fascinating. I 
am basically studying the process I am 

going through to create architecture. The 
oscillating gap in which creation occurs is 
my favorite place to be. I would be happy 

to create architecture that can provide 
this space for the public. I then decided to 

compare this to one of my least favorite 
things, the space of waste. It’s a problem 

every occupation needs to address.  

[Figure 36]  Pilsbury a Mill

[Figure 37]  FooD asseMbly liNe
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How can the rituals surrounding the dinner table inform the formation 
of a communal marketplace as a place of creation and reception in an 
oscillating space between the practices of production and consumption?

Relation to Similar Projects Throughout History_ 
Natalija Subotincic’s  Incarnate Tendencies An architecture of culinary refuse

Mercato Centrale Firenze
Serbian Pavilion at Venice Biennale 2012 Jedan:Sto / 100

The Museum of Jurassic Technology
Relation to Social Trends and Developments within our Society_ 

Michael Moss’s Book Salt Sugar Fat
Physical and Social Context_ 

Stone Arch Pedestrian Bridge
Mill City Museum

Hennepin Energy Recovery Center

historiCal, soCial + Cultural Context
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[Figure 38]  iNcarNate teNDeNcies

[Figure 39]  Mercato ceNtrale FireNze

[Figure 40]  100

[Figure 41]  MuseuM oF jurassic techNology

[Figure 42]  stoNe arch briDge

[Figure 43]  salt sugar Fat

[Figure 44]  Mill city MuseuM

[Figure 45]  herc
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[Figure 46]  site, MiNNeaPolis: The importance of 
the Mississippi River to the city of Minneapolis 
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minneaPol is , mn
Minneapolis is the location of the 

headquarters of General Mills, 
one of the top ten companies that 

produces the world’s food.

This history of feeding the people 
will continue, accept with a 

different sort of nourishment.

My insertion into Minneapolis 
will provide for the community 
a central marketplace for the 

collaborative process of creation.
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Then
Washburn A Mill.................................................................
A Collection of Mills..........................................................

 
Stone Arch Railroad Bridge.........................................

Saint Anthony Falls...........................................................

 
 
Gold Medal Flour Mill......................................................
 
Paper Mill................................................................................

Now
...............................................................Mill City Museum
.....................................................................Mill Ruins Park
..............................Excel Energy Water Power Park
...................................Stone Arch Pedestrian Bridge
..........................................................Saint Anthony Falls
..................................................................Guthrie Theater
.................................................................Gold Medal Park
......................................Minnesota Historical Society
..................................................Southeast Steam Plant
................................Saint Anthony Falls Laboratory
...........................................MacPhail Center for Music

Much of the area remains protected by their 
addition to the National Register of Historic 
Places.

The Mill City District
What was once home to saw and flour mills, 
cotton and paper mills, railroads, and the 
birthplace of hydroelectric power stations is 
now a historically recognized residential and 
artistic neighborhood. Once the Industrial 
center of Minnesota, this neighborhood is 
now the cultural centerpiece of Minneapolis. 

Ruins
Ruins pose an interesting addition to the 
concept of an archive. It is one more aspect 
that will link past, present, and future. 

General Mills can be traced back to Saint 
Anthony Falls and the Minneapolis Mill 
Company along the Mississippi River. 

Saint Anthony Falls has been the major 
industrial zone for Minneapolis and all of 
Minnesota since the early 19th Century 

before Minnesota gained its statehood in 
1858. The waterfall provided power to saw 
mills first and flour mills second, resulting 

in Minneapolis holding the title of flour 
milling capital of the nation for fifty years. 

Nearly two centuries after the first mill was 
operational, the last mill closed in 2003. 

Today this district holds onto its powerful 
history with several parks and museums 

dedicated to its industrial heritage. 
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Supportive Community
MIX: Minneapolis Idea Exchange

Minneapolis Farmers’ Market
Mill City Museum

Minneapolis Parks District
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  St.  Anthony Fal ls  Heritage Board

S T.  A N T H O N Y  FA L L S 
P L A N N I N G  T I M E L I N E

1 9 8 01 9 7 01 9 0 0 1 9 9 0

6

1 9 1 4
Plat map 1 9 8 3

Central Riverfront Regional 
Park Development Master 
Plan (Minneapolis Park and 
Recreation Board) and the 
Mills District Plan (City of 
Minneapolis). These seminal 
plans strongly influenced the 
many project plans that came 
after.

1 9 7 2
Mississippi/Minneapolis - A Plan and Program 
for Riverfront Development

1 9 9 1
Mill Ruins Park Vision, Minneapolis Park and Recreation 
Board

1 9 9 0
St. Anthony Falls 
Interpretive Plan

ongoing Plans For site anD PeriPhery
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West Bank Interpretive Vision Plan 
[December 2014]
Three of the top five major 
recommendations for this plan fit directly 
into what my site will provide for the 
community:
_Preserve the area’s industrial ruins 
while providing appropriate accessibility 
to the public
My site is situated in a very culturally 
historic area of the west bank, although it is 
very disconnected from these key features 
such as the stone arch bridge, interpretive 
trails, West River Parkway, and the 
historic industrial buildings of that higher 
elevation. The Minneapolis riverfront holds a 
distinguished collection of industrial
ruins that play an important role in 
engaging visitors in the stories of
waterpower, milling, and railroads. There is 
currently debate over whether to excavate
more of the ruins or leave them in the 
ground, preserved for all time.
_Meet the needs of a growing number of 
visitors
More facilities with the ability to hold groups 
of people are necessary. 
_Strengthen the visual and experiential 
cohesiveness of the area
Over the years, individual projects, large 
and small, have been designed and installed 
with only limited consideration of the overall 
look and feel of the Central Riverfront. As 
a result, the area presents a fragmented, 
disjointed experience to visitors. Wayfinding 
is a large component. Currently it can 
be quite difficult for the community to 
engage in the riverfront activities that are 
in place due to their inexistent visual and 
experiential connection to other happenings 
nearby. 

West Bank Interpretive Vision Plan
[December 2014]
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There are plans to make a visitors center 
where the current Upper St. Anthony 

Falls Lock and Dam. To make this idea 
successful they would like to open up the 

area, allowing easier but more experiential 
passage between key sites. 

There is desire to make the tunnels and 
headrace of the West Bank visible and even 

traversable. This could be an interesting 
offer passage between the historic features 

of the area, creating a semi-underground 
network.
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[Figure 47]  waterways: The importance of the canal 
and tailraces to the subterranean, buildable area of the site
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[Figure 48]  arteFact 1 creatioN: Past map of the 
Minneapolis Mill District and Modern day existence of the Mill Ruins 
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St. Anthony Falls Regional Park Master Plan
[March 2015]

My site is located on and inbetween Central Mississippi Riverfront Park land. It is part of an urban 
park of the Downtown Minneapolis Core, a small part of the larger, 72-mile-long Mississippi National 
River and Recreation Area. The vision proposed by this plan will “connect people to the nature, 
culture, and spirit of the dynamic river landscape at the birthplace of Minneapolis. This includes:
 
Connecting people to the Mississippi River _ Restoring and enhancing natural 
resources _ Revealing and interpreting past and present nature and culture _  
Engaging visitors and adapting to changing social, economic and ecological realities
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geology
The Wisconsin Glaciation sculpted the 

landscape of this region during its advance 
and retreat 35,000 - 10,000 BP. The 

Mississippi River was one of the glacial 
tributaries  to what is now known as the 

Minnesota River Valley. In the Minneapolis 
area there is a thick overlapping sequence 

of dolomite, sandstone, shale, and 
limestone. The bedrock specific to my site 

is St. Peter Sandstone, Decorah Shale, 
and Platteville-Glenwood Formation. 

This combination of bedrock has been 
responsible for the retreat of Saint 

Anthony Falls over the last ten thousand 
years as water cut away the soft St. Peter 

Sandstone. The modification of the falls by 

construction of milling and hydroelectric 
power structures and lock and dam system 

has increased the natural state of the 
receding falls. The addition of a concrete 

apron over the falls has ceased this shifting 
process.
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water
My site is a part of the Middle Mississippi 

Watershed that included densely urbanized 
areas with commercial, industrial, 

residential, park lands, and downtown 
portions of Minneapolis contributing to the 

volume and quality of water entering the 
river through stormwater drainage systems. 

In 1992, a new tunnel was routed through 
downtown Minneapolis  entering the river 

just downstream from Saint Anthony Falls, 
near my site, carrying the majority of the 

flow to the river. The river flow is increasing 
significantly over time causing increased 

erosion, flooding risk, habitat degradation, 
and higher addition of pollutants. “The 

Mississippi River through MWMO is on the 

federal list of impaired waters for fecal 
coliform, mercury, and polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs). In the SAFRP, fecal 

coliform and PCBs are the major pollutants 
found.” This limits swimming but fishing 

and recreational boating is permitted. 
Groundwater sensitivity to pollution is high 

in this region. 
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soils anD toPograPhy
Due to the riverfront’s industrial past and 

the regional park’s location in an urban 
developed area, the majority of soils have 

been heavily disturbed by cutting or filling. 
Shoreline slopes have been becoming 

dramatically steeper just below the Saint 
Anthony Falls: from 18% to 65% compared 

to 2% to 8% above the falls. The erosion 
esposes limestone bedrock walls. Soil 

cover in this region is sandy loam outwash 
only reaching fairly shallow depths. This 
combination is a key reason for the high 
levels of erosion. Given that this area is 

also punctured with cultural and historical 
features, such as natural springs and 

the remnants of milling tailraces, special 

attention should be given to this sensitive 
area to secure the bluffs, preserve cultural 
resources, and promote native vegetation.
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lanDCover anD vegetat ion
My site is classificed as “Urban with 

little fegetation cover” also defined as 
“artificial surface” Pre-European settlement 

vegetation consisted of oak openings 
and barrens with floodplain forest along 

the shoreline where bedrock was not 
exposed. Europeans began to cultivate the 

land stripping away much of the natural 
vegetation. 
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Market: Provides for the community that which is not readily available.
exchange _ cultivation _ creation _ reception - archive

The Program_ In searching for a stronger focus, I have centered my research of the exchange 
around how the exchange has taken place differently throughout history to how our society values 
the exchange. Much of our world puts the concept of new above all else. An idea can not be 
good unless it is completely new, as is with technologic devices and personal possessions. There 
are many examples of cultures that value old age in objects, people, and places because of 
the knowledge and memories they possess. A concentration on the rituals surrounding past and 
present dinner tables around the world is a study on the space it presents as one for communication 
and exchange representing a cultures thoughts on the cycle of production and consumption. 

builDing Program + sPaCe alloCation
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[Executive Program Summary]  
collecting garbage from other countries, 

transforming it into electricity, and 
giving it back, with a small fee of course. 

Minneapolis possesses many similar traits of 
its Scandinavian heritage. With our climates 

and people being so similar, it only makes 
sense. In searching for a stronger focus, I 

have centered my research of the exchange 
around how the exchange has taken place 
differently throughout history to how our 
society values the exchange. Much of our 

world puts the concept of new above all 
else. An idea can not be good unless it 

is completely new, as is with technologic 
devices and personal possessions. 

There are many examples of cultures that 
value old age in objects, people, and places 
because of the knowledge and memories 
they possess. A concentration on the rituals 
surrounding past and present dinner tables 
around the world is a study on the space it 
prove all else. An idea at value old age in 
objects, people, and places because of the 
knowledge and memories they possess. A 
concentration on the rituals surrounding 
past and present dinner tables around the 
world is a study on the space it presents 
as one for communication and exchange 
representing a cultures thoughts on the 
cycle of production and consumption. 
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user/Client DesCr iPt ion

The proposed spaces will be for:

Contribution Levels

The Frequent User:

The Occasional User:

The One-Time User:
  

Those with a taste for 
Knowledge +
Cultural +
Nutritional
Nourishment

Curators
Member
Staff

The Local Community
Families
Students

Tourist

Peak usage for this facility would be 4 to 10 pm on weekdays and 9 to 12 on weekends. This 
is when most members of the local community will be off of work and will want to come join 
in on some local creative production. Families will likely frequent both the outdoor installation 
park and garden as well as events frequently held at the facility. The larger events will draw in 
crowds, requiring extra staff and proper holding spaces. In contrast, the way that this project 
will integrate with the urban fabric will draw in those who are oblivious to this wonder. Tourists 
and Students could show up at anytime and likely in large groups. This could involve more 
coordination by staff members. Many different types will work here; some will be payed, 
and others will volunteer for their love of the creative process. Curators can be anyone with 
a vision and passion. These spaces won’t regularly hold more than 100 people but must be 
transformable to house up to 1,000.
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solution
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builD ing as system

[Figure 49]  site iNterPretatioN: Understanding 
what is really present at the site
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[Tailraces Ruin New]
[Organs Bone Food] 
[Pipes Structure People]

[Figure 50]  axoNoMetric: Previous Page. New within 
old, old within new

[Figure 51]  FooD culture boDy: Linking the 
digestion of food in the body, to the digestion of consumer goods, 
to the digestion of processes in  the Minneapolis Food Institute, to 

the digestion of humans by the architecture, to the digestion of the 
architecture as art by humans 
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One of the ways in which I have chosen 
to represent the architecture is through 

drawings that indicate the action of a 
stamp. These renderings take several 

personally important moments from the 
experience of the Institute and attempt to 

archive them. Only certain details of the 
space will remain in the memory over time 
to form your personal archive of the space.

Here is a supplemental project I created to 
understand the idea of the configurations 

left on the dinner plate after the action of a 
meal, an idea that Subotincic turned me on 
to that has not lost my interest. I stamped 

my plate after each meal I ate at my dinner 
table for several weeks. The textural traces 

that remain continue to remind of meals 
past, like ruin.

Like the body, the processes that occur 
within this building and site can be viewed 

as cyclical. The creation of The Minneapolis 
Food Institute as the beginning to the next 

cycle. To allow guests to see this cyclical 
process of production and consumption, 

two plus cycles have been created within 
the walls of the new architecture that 

reinterpret how the site has been used from 
past until the present.

The first of these spaces encountered is the 
profane space, the second is the sacred. 

The method of stamping time occurs in the 
translation between the two through the 

stains of a meal.

[Figure 52]  Plate staMPs:  (Image to left)The 
remains of 10 meals, as traces on 8 1/2 x 11 printer paper
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As a former symbol of progress in 
Minneapolis, the mill ruins are a site of 

critique of the byproducts of our consumer 
driven society and should not fall further 
into waste. This destruction caused by a 

shift of production needs and methods 
opens opportunity for the transformation 
of this symbol, extending the life of this 

powerful sector through memory.
Minneapolis is a table, inscribed with the 

very beginnings of food as industry.  

I now propose the next event as the 
creation of The Minneapolis Food Institute, 
a new facility holding the memory of food 
processes and the exchange between 
consumer and producer. It brings together a 
museum, collaborative cooking studio, slow 
food court, subterranean farm, and formal 
banquet hall in the ruinous landscape of the 
Mill District in Minneapolis. As an archive 
for food industrialization, the Institute is a 
leading center for education on the valuing 
and devaluing of food. The architecture lies 
within the bones of a meal from a century 
past, creating a living memorial out of these 
arrangements and our attempts to digest 
them in the present.

[Figure 53]  eNtraNce PersPectiVe: New within ruin
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The Minneapolis Food Institute

The Profane The Sacred

Slow food court 

Food Heritage Museum    

Subterranean farm

Contemporary Museum of Waste 

Formal Banquet Hall

Collaborative Cooking Studios

} { {

[Figure 54]  sectioN: 

[Figure 55]  sectioNal PrograM illustratioN: 
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Passive Consumer
The Profane

[Figure 56]  ProFaNe sectioN PersPectiVe: 
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Here we view the first repetition of a cycle 
proposed within the strict walls of the 

ruin of Pillsbury B Elevator, a former grain 
storage and processing facility. The space 
reinterprets its former utilitarian use and 

contribution to our consumption driven 
society. Programmatically we experience the 
slow food court, food heritage museum, and 

subterranean farm.

Upon entry, we are confronted with the 
innards of the building as storage towers 

within the holes of empty grain elevators. 
Slid between its internal layers, guests eat a 
meal and give their remains to the building 

to digest.

Like the remains, guests are consumed by 
the building. As they descend to the final 
floor, gusts view their meal as communal, 
their remains mix to now produce new life 

through underground farming
[Figure 57]  MoMeNt 1: Crossing the threshold and 

digestive tables of the slow food court
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[Figure 58]  MoMeNt staMP 1

[Figure 59]  MoMeNt staMP 2
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[Figure 60]  coMPostiNg Detail

[Figure 61]  light tube iNterior

[Figure 62]  light tube exterior

The tubes on the corresponding page house 
the vital living systems of the building, 
structure, hvac, plumbing, as well as a light 
tube at the center and a food tube. The 
food tube is a cross between a garbage 
chute and a composting pile.  It is fully 
equipped with a cleaning system. The 
remains of a meal are disposed of in the 
chute which is at the core of each table. 
These remains make their way to the -2nd 
floor of the building at the subterranean 
farm where they become part of completely 
contained compost pile. From there they 
slowly decompose and become nutrition for 
the subterranean farm on floor -3. 
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As consumers cut through bone of former 
flour mills, they pass under a low table and 

into the Contemporary Museum of Waste.

Light filters through the façade, art is 
viewed as waste, humans are viewed as art.

[Figure 63]   -1 Floor PlaN

[Figure 64]   traNsitioN PersPectiVe
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[Figure 65]  grouND Floor PlaN

[Figure 66]  -2 Floor PlaN

[Figure 67]  -3Floor PlaN
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[Figure 68]  MoMeNt staMP 3 
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[Figure 69]  Detail sectioN
In this cross section, the structural gabion 

walls are shown. Their interiors are 
composed of steel hollow core columns 

while their exteriors are rock and gravel 
taken from the site during the excavation 

process.

This section also intersects both the 
consumer and producer floors of the gallery, 

cathedral like space. The producer floor, 
the top floor, is topped with industrial 

steel grate, while the consumer floor is a 
continuation of the brick facade. Instead of 

glass bricks like the facade, the floors are 
composed of brick of locally sourced stone, 

similar to that of the old mill walls.

[Figure 70]  PerMeable PaVer Detail

With the excavation, the asphalt road above 
is replaced with permeable pavers like seen 
above. The difference in construction from 
the detail above is that the pavers are on 

top of synthetic material instead of ground. 
Runoff is collected between the pavers and 

directed towards the bottom of the ruins.



096[Figure 71]  structural gabioN Detail [Figure 72]  coPeD FlaNge girDer

[Figure 73]  glass brick FacaDe Detail

ConstruCt ion



097[Figure 74]  oVerall structure

[Figure 75]  steel hollow core FraMe

60’ x 36” Plate Girder
Glulam Wood Joists
Plate Girders

8” Steel Hollow Core Columns
18” Wide Flanges

Plate Girders
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aCtive Consumer
The Sacred

[Figure 76]  the sacreD PersPectiVe
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Here we view the second repetition of a cycle 
proposed in excavated land in-between the 
industrial bodies. This space hangs from 
above, with its structural stability coming from 
within the walls of the mills. Programmatically 
we experience the museum of contemporary 
waste and formal banquet hall.

This sacred space is a place for production, 
consumption, creation, and reception.
Climbing the table, hovering in between, 
food is now viewed as sacred, the light 
stained table and walls remind of past 
and present digestion. Food enters from 
above, producer and consumer are linked.

After the meal, guests near 
the beginning of a new cycle. 
As they make their way to the exit, 
they see glimpses of the sacred space 
from new angles. It is now their turn to 
reinterpret our methods of consumption, 
production, and their relation.

The table is now an altar. Guests 
gaze outward, from underground to 
above, new and old wrapped as one.
[Figure 77]  arteFact 1 creatioN: mesh mimicking 

interior connections of the body. Located directly above the sacred 
table, as pedestrians walk over, filters light into the space, leaving 

light traces on surfaces, reminding of the streaks inside the tubes of 
the profane space
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[Figure 78]  sacreD PersPectiVe: The space of the 
consumer and above the space of the producer. To the right, the 

tunnel  through which guests formerly passed through

[Figure 79]  MoMeNt staMP 4: 

[Figure 80]  tuNNel PersPectiVe: Now guests travel 
through the tunnel they have previously only cut

[Figure 81]  MoMeNt staMP 5: 

[Figure 82]  gallery tuNNel sectioN PersPectiVe: 
The most sacred space is now viewed from below, after the meal. The 
table is now seen as an altar, the action that took place their as sacred
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I am attempting to provoke an active 
participation with architecture by leaving 
gaps in which dinner guests imagine and 
project themselves in. By reinterpreting 
past events, ordering the remaining 
traces, and allowing for new traces to 
be left in the present and future, a cycle 
becomes apparent. This cycle lives in the 
infra-thin gap between similarly different 
things and activates communal memory.
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PhysiCal ProDuCt ion

[Figure 83]  site MoDel boNes: 

[Figure 84]  DraPiNg oF skiN oVer boNes: 

[Figure 85]  DraPeD skiN oVer orDereD boNes 
ForM toPograPhy: 

[Figure 86]  site as coorDiNates:

[Figure 87]  site taxiDerMy: 

[Figure 88]  uNDerstaNDiNg the site: 
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[Figure 89]  uNDerstaNDiNg the iNNarDs

[Figure 90]  early juxtaPositioN oF sPaces: 

[Figure 91]  early architectural MoDel, eleVatioN: [Figure 92]  early architectural MoDel, toP: 

[Figure 93]  oscillatioN betweeN orDer aND chaos: 



104 [Figure 94]  FiNal boarDs
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With that, here is a view of the 
total process you experienced, for 
reflection of this transformation 
of the symbol of this ruin and 
the symbol it transformed.
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[Figure 95]  Project iNstallatioN [Figure 96]  Project iNstallatioN toP View
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